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The vacuum arc discharge occurs between conducting electrodes under 

pressure less then 100…10-1 Pa. The solid cathode material is vaporized and 
ionized in a spot region which has a micrometers size. The current density in a 
spot region is of order more then 106 A/cm2. This method is used widely for 
hardening of tools and wearing details, for formation many component and 
many layers special coatings, as heat and corrosion resistant and other. The new 
technological applications of vacuum plasma evaporators are connect with using 
of compound and alloyed cathodes. The most of applications need to use once 
with nonmetallic components. But vacuum arc evaporation of those cathodes 
doesn’t investigate so detail as arc evaporation of single metallic materials. 

Experimental investigations of the charge and the energy distribution of 
ions produced in the vacuum arc discharge for case when the cathode is an alloy 
are carried out in this paper. 

Energy and mass analysis of ion flow was realized on mass spectrometer 
MX 7304 which was connected with an energy analyzer /1, 2/. The results were 
output on a display. We measure only an axis part of ion flow. The cathode drop 
value was measured with accurate within 0.5 V. 

The smallest current of a stable arc discharge on allayed cathodes of zirconium-
silicon, titanium-silicon, molybdenum-silicon systems (silicon content more then 66 
atomic %) is equal to 45 A. For example, for metallic cathodes that current is equal 
to 80 A for titanium and 90 A for zirconium. The cathode drop value is 23…24 V 
for all investigated systems. 

The results of energy and mass analysis show a presence as metal ions as 
silicon ion with plus one or plus two charge (see table 1). But an average charge 
of ions of many component plasma is less then once of the one component 
metallic plasma. The average charge of ions of metal-silicon plasma grows with 
increasing of silicon in cathode composition. Eeliest investigation shows that 
this growth connects with mechanism of arc evaporation of alloys /3/. The 
average energy of ions of plasma flow varies within 28-34 eV. The average 
energy of zirconium ions (32-34 eV) is higher then energy of silicon ions (28-30 
eV).  The higher level of ions in plasma flow makes easy realization of plasma 
chemical synthesis of suicides on a condensation surface. The comparison of 
cathodes and ion flow composition shows a difference between them (see table 2).  
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Table 1 – The ion flow content of vacuum arc plasma  
Ion part, % Cathodes 

material + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 Average 
charge 

pure Сr 16 66 14 2 2,7 
pure Ti 27 67 6 – 1,8 
Ti + 80 

at. % of Si 
Ti 18,6 
Si 62,3 

Ti 11,7 
Si 7,4 – – 1,2 

Zr + 84  
at. % of Si 

Zr – absent 
Si 30,0 

Zr 55,0 
Si 8,0 

Zr 4,0 
Si – absent 

Zr 3,0 
Si – absent 1,8 

pure Zr 3 33 42 – 1,94 
pure Si 37,3 57,6 5,1 – 1,68 

 
Table 2 - The comparison of cathodes and ion flow composition  

Cathode alloy Chemical element Quantity propor-
tion of cathodes, 
atomic % 

Quantity propor-
tion of plasma flow, 
atomic % 

Ti 20 30.3 Titanium-silicon 
Si 80 69.7 
Ti 14 26.7 Titanium-silicon 
Si 86 73.3 
Zr 24 72.4 Zirconium-silicon 
Si 76 27.6 
Zr 16 62.0 Zirconium-silicon 
Si 84 38.0 
Zr 11 51.9 Zirconium-silicon 
Si 89 48.1 

 
The silicon part into of ion flow is less then into cathode material. For arc 

evaporation of titanium-silicon alloys this reduction is equal to 12…15 %. For 
zirconium-silicon alloys it rises up to 50…60%. Observed difference between of 
cathodes and ion flow composition is typifying for the most cathode systems 
with higher nonmetallic compound. For example, J.Sasaki (Japanese steel 
company) and I.G.Brown (University of California) investigated an arc 
evaporation of alloyed and powdering cathodes with higher level of nonmetallic 
components. They showed that ions of nonmetallic compound exist into plasma 
flow, but their quantity is less then ones into cathode material (for TiN cathode 
that difference is equal to 50 %, for TiC - 20 %, for TiO2 - 78 %) /4/. 
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For stabilization of arc discharge they use of outward magnetic field. This 
magnetic field can influence on the processes into a cathode region. For 
example, the highest magnetic fields lead to the growth of arc voltage and 
changes of parameters of plasma flow. However, as investigation shows, before 
5 mlTesla value (that is traditional for technological equipment) magnetic fields 
don’t influence on a mechanism of erosion evaporation of cathodes material. But 
we see a little growth of average ion energy. 

Parameters are described above investigate in gas (argon, nitrogen, oxigen) 
environment. As example in this paper we show the results of spectroscopic 
analysis of titanium-silicon plasma flow under nitrogen pressure 10-1 Pa. The 
optical spectrum of titanium-silicon plasma flow in the range from 250 to 450 
nm of optical wave length has high intensity. This spectrum contains lines of 
nitrogen molecules as in excited N2I as in ionized N2II type. The more intensive 
lines are N2I type – 357.7; 353.67; 315.91 nm, N2II type – 427.81; 423.67; 
391.44 nm. The chemical compounds metal – silicon, metal – nitrogen, silicon – 
nitrogen are absent in plasma flow. Chemical compounds form on a 
condensation surface. Titanium attends in form of excited atoms TiI – the 
highest lines are 427.82; 399.86; 370.86 nm; one charge ions TiII - 376.1; 368.5; 
357.4 nm; two charge ions TiIII – 311.25 nm. There are so little of spectrum 
lines of silicon. It are SiI - 288.16 nm; SiII - 385.6 and 333.3 nm; SiIII - 327.7 
and 264.07 nm. 

Thus we have found that ion –plasma flow of vacuum arc contains + 1 and 
many charge ions as metal as silicon with average start energy 28…30 eV. 
Metal atoms and nitrogen molecules presence as in excited as in ionized 
conditions. The quantity of silicon into ion flow is in 1.5...2 time less then into 
cathodes material. Average energy and charge of silicon ions are less then those 
parameters of metal ions. The most difference we can see for metal-silicon 
alloys with high level of silicon. The average ion energy grows with rising of a 
outward magnetic field a little bit. 
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